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What’s the Outlook for Land Conservation
in America?
By Ernest Cook
Editor’s Note: This article, written by an expert in
the field of land conservation, is meant to broaden
BGSA constituents’ perspective on an issue we face
here in Brookline, and throughout Massachusetts.

E

ach year, America loses about two
million acres to development. Some of
that is good development – thoughtfully planned communities that provide
housing for a growing population while setting
aside land needed for parks and open space.
But a lot of that development is taking place
in the wrong place, places that damage the
environment or are uneconomic, such as:
• In coastal areas that are subject to flooding,
• In natural areas that offer critical habitat
for threatened and endangered species of
plants and wildlife,
• Over aquifers that provide essential
water supplies,
• On fertile soils that are needed to grow
food, and
• In deserts, where human beings have no
business living!
There are public policy changes that could
make a difference, but the track record for
effective policy change in America is not
encouraging. Here are two examples:
• Federal farm policy subsidizes industrial
agriculture that puts family farms in
New England out of business. After years
of debate, reform efforts were recently
quashed.
• Federal policy also favors development in
sensitive coastal areas by offering Federal
flood insurance. After billions of dollars in
losses from hurricanes Katrina, Rita, Hugo

and Andrew, a rational response would
be to eliminate programs that subsidize
development in flood-prone coastal
communities. But that has not happened.
In the absence of opportunities for serious
policy reform, some people suggest that
land-use regulations can be stiffened to
achieve conservation goals. For example, in
Oregon, far-sighted legislation put in place
over 30 years ago has done an amazing job
of containing sprawl. However, despite the
clear success of the Oregon approach, no
other state has adopted meaningful urban
growth boundary legislation.
Actually, in much of this country, there is
still no regulation even as basic as zoning,
including many of the fastest-growing
areas where regulation of development
and growth patterns could have the most
benefits for the environment.
So what will work in America? The answer
might come from a “market-place approach”
that pays private landowners for essential
open lands, or at least to prevent their development. In Brookline, Allandale Farm is a
privately owned space, much beloved by the
community, for which a market approach
might be applied.
Some people scoff at the idea that there could
ever be enough money to purchase and protect
the most important land in America. But there
is evidence that this goal can be achieved. The
research and experience of the Trust for Public
Land, a national nonprofit land conservation
(continued on page 4)
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Now taking orders!
Landscapes of Brookline: An Enduring Legacy
Brookline GreenSpace Alliance is proud
to announce Landscapes of Brookline: An
Enduring Legacy. Landscapes of Brookline is the
story in pictures of the exceptional legacy of
public and private open space in Brookline, the
beauty of our nature sanctuaries, our historic
designed landscapes like the Emerald Necklace
and Larz Anderson Park, and Allandale Farm,
owned by the same family since 1640. Over 200
contemporary color photographs, a sampling
of historic photographs, and a Short History
of Leadership in Open Space Preservation
combine to present a green profile of our lively
and enduring community.
This 138-page, perfect-bound photo book is
available for $29.95. For more information or to
place an order, contact info@brooklinegreenspace.org or 617-277-4777.
Bonus - When you buy Landscapes of Brookline:
An Enduring Legacy, receive a music CD
celebrating Brookline’s early green space
heritage, Muddy River Suite, composed by
nationally renowned folk composer and
performer Lorraine Hammond of Brookline.

Photo of Corey Hill from
Landscapes of Brookline.
Photo by Jean Stringham

Annual Meeting, May 12, 2008

B

rookline GreenSpace Alliance held its Annual Meeting on May 12th at Wheelock College.
Featured speaker, Ernest Cook, Senior Vice President and Director of National Programs
at the Trust for Public Lands and newest BGSA Board Member, presented What’s Driving
Land Conservation in America, an overview of the current state of land conservation and an
examination of which land conservation techniques are most successful.
BGSA presented its Environmental Leadership Award to Rob Daves of the Friends of Leverett
Pond/High Street Hill Association for his inspirational work of establishing the Olmsted Park
Volunteer Work Program. Lee Albright and the Lawrence Family received BGSA’s Green Umbrella
Award for the family’s extensive land conservation efforts and long running green legacy.
Frances Shedd-Fisher, founding Board member and past President of the organization, retired
from active Board service after 21 years. For the past eight years Frances has edited our publication PLACE and led other communications efforts. She will continue to serve the organization as
a member of the BGSA Advisory Committee.
Jean Stringham, a member of the BGSA Board for 8 years, also retired from active Board service.
Jean has been one of the organization’s principal photographers and a member of the communications team.
BGSA President, Arlene Mattison, in congratulating the retirees said, “We thank Frances and Jean
for their contributions and commitment and for their years of service to BGSA.


Message from the President

P

ark Friends groups make our
public open spaces better.
Whether engaging in ongoing
volunteer work to raise the level of
maintenance, or driven by a creative
idea, or dissatisfaction with the status
quo, such groups have made a major
positive impact all over town. Private
fundraising has enabled special projects
to proceed and neighbors have bonded
over a sense of stewardship of their local
green gathering place. At a point in our
Town’s history when resources weren’t
found to maintain our infrastructure,
parks particularly suffered. Out of
frustration, or pride, or a practical desire
to provide safe play space, many citizens
came together as Friends Groups to
pitch in themselves, and to lobby for

improvements. Currently we have a
professionally run park and open space
department we can be proud of, but it is
limited by budgets and manpower. And
times are getting tougher. Public-private
partnerships may be more necessary than
ever before.
In this fall issue of PLACE Brookline
GreenSpace Alliance recognizes some of
the most recent efforts of Park Friends
Group members. An important part
of what BGSA does is to support such
efforts because all citizens benefit from
this volunteer work. While we, of course,
are appreciative of individuals able to
make major gifts to the Town; for most
residents it is not an easy decision to
decide to volunteer in the local park
instead of paying attention to the myriad

of other things on one’s to do list, to
donate money when your taxes “should
be covering” basic expenses of running
the town, or to lobby selectmen to
prioritize the care and protection of open
space. These sacrifices, made by stewards
of our open spaces, contribute to the
quality of life for all Brookline’s citizens.
Parks are very democratic; they are for
everyone’s benefit. Now, perhaps more
than any time in the past, for reasons
environmental, physical and emotional,
parks and natural spaces play an integral
part in our community life. Brookline
GreenSpace Alliance is proud to support
their work and to recognize that citizens
who come together to improve the public
good are owed our deepest gratitude.
Arlene Mattison

Tribute to Isabella Callanan 1928 – 2008
The following tribute to Isabella Callanan is excerpted from remarks delivered by Betsy Shure Gross at the
Friends of the Muddy River Annual Meeting, St. Paul’s Church, Brookline, July 27, 2008. The tribute, in its entirety,
may be seen at brooklinegreenspace.org.
I am honored and deeply touched to be
with you today to honor Isabella’s work
on behalf of her beloved Muddy River.
I remember Isabella’s request, in the
late 1970’s, to come join her and a few
colleagues at her home to talk about
creating the Friends of the Muddy River.
At the time, there were only two “Friends
of” groups in Brookline - the Friends of
Hall’s Pond founded by Jo Albrecht, and
the Friends of Leverett Pond, co-founded
by Arlene Mattison and myself. Isabella
and I talked about how we now understood Frederick Law Olmsted’s work in
American cities and his building of these
great parks as a reflection of his social
optimism, agreeing that the Emerald
Necklace reflects the best of Frederick
Law Olmsted (FLO) as artist, pragmatic

park planner, social visionary and political realist. And we agreed we were bound
and determined not to allow his great
works to be “cobbled and botched” again.
Isabella was a well informed and passionate advocate for the Emerald Necklace
and Muddy River programs. For twentyeight years she was the conscience and the
guide for the Friends of the Muddy River.
She defended this urban resource with a
mighty pen and a good bit of steel in her
spine. Speaking “truth to power” was her
watchword and it served the Friends well.
From the 1981 National Association for
Olmsted Parks Conference in Boston,
to the Massachusetts Association for
Olmsted Parks creation in 1982, to the
programs that established the Boston
Park Rangers, to the advocacy for the


1983 and 1987 Open Space Bond Bill
which funded $32,000,000 for the state
Olmsted Historic Landscape Preservation
Program, to making the resulting
Emerald Neckace Master Plan a living,
implementable document, Isabella
worked tirelessly.
In 1892, during the design phase of
the Muddy River Improvement Plan
(now known fondly as The Emerald
Necklace), FLO wrote to his partners,
“Nothing else compares in importance
to us with the Boston work. . . . I would
have you decline any business that
would stand in the way of doing the
best for Boston all the time .... “
It is poignant that over a century later, in
the days just before she died, Isabella,
(continued on page 5)

Outlook for Land Conservation (continued from page 1)
organization, offers some intriguing
insights into this possibility.
In 1994, TPL started a new national
program to promote more state and local
government funding for parks and land
conservation. The program works by
providing technical assistance to state and
local government officials in the design
of legislation that will dedicate funds for
parks and conservation.
TPL is now the leading source of
research and technical advice on state
and local funding for land conservation in America. Together with their
contributors and nonprofit partners
like The Nature Conservancy and
Massachusetts Audubon, TPL and
its affiliates have played a role in
creating more than $25 billion in
state and local government funds
for land protection since 1996. The
Massachusetts environmental bond
bill is a recent example of such a
successful collaboration.
Adding Federal funding for permanent
land protection, along with private
funding for conservation, perhaps $30
billion total has been raised for land
conservation in the last 12 years. With
that $30 billion, America’s government
programs and private land trusts are
saving about 6 million acres. In the same
time period, about 24 million acres have
been developed. We’re losing ground, but
less than would have been lost without the
focused effort.
In Massachusetts, the Harvard Forest
published an interesting study that
called for another million or so acres of
the private forestland in Massachusetts
to be permanently conserved. That
sparked a conversation among many
agencies and organizations in the state.
Collectively, they came up with the goal
of protecting another 1.5 million acres
in Massachusetts on top of the million
that are already protected in order to

meet all of the state’s land conservation
needs. The price tag for that might be
on the order of $5 billion.
$5 billion is a lot of money, but if
Massachusetts increased the sales tax by
3/8ths of a cent, it could raise $5 billion in
under 30 years. This would undoubtedly
be controversial but it is being considered
in other jurisdictions. For example, the

In November, Minnesota voters
approved a $5.5 billion conservation
measure, the largest in history. In
2008 such funding in America
totaled over $8.4 billion, a 71%
voter approval rate. (Source: TPL)

assume it would be easier to get conservation funding by a decision of state or local
legislatures, without requiring the expense
and risk of getting the endorsement of
voters as well.
However, the evidence shows that the
requirement for voter approval is actually
the best way to increase funding for
land conservation. Many legislators are
reluctant to increase taxes or authorize
bonding for a purpose like land conservation, which may seem like a “frill” or
something that could be put off to the
future. Alternatively, voters are strongly
inclined to support conservation spending and routinely give stronger support to
this type of spending than to many other
public purposes.

Minnesota legislature placed a constitutional amendment on the November
2008 ballot that will raise the sales tax by
3/8ths of a cent to support conservation
and the arts.
To be eligible for continued Federal
wildlife grant money states were required
to submit a “state wildlife action plan”
to the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service by
October 2005. Researchers for the Doris
Duke Charitable Foundation, which is
a leading national funder for wildlife
protection, put all 50 plans together. They
figured that the price tag for saving critical habitat in America is $40 billion.
If you expressed all the land conservation money raised over the past 12
years in today’s dollars, it would be
about $40 billion.
To get the ball rolling, the Doris Duke
Foundation has given a $4 million grant
to the Trust for Public Land and The
Nature Conservancy to start a national
campaign to generate more state and
local dollars that can be used to implement the state wildlife action plans. This
is typically accomplished through general
obligation bonds or dedicated taxes
requiring voter approval. Many people


The map above, which illustrates ballot
measures for land conservation funds
going back to 1998, comes from a
database that has been researched and
assembled by the Trust for Public Land.
It contains the results from over 2000
ballot measures.
It’s one thing to ask people in a public
opinion survey: “do you support
more government spending on land
conservation.” That’s easy to say “yes”
to. But LandVote demonstrates that
people will actually vote “yes” to
increase government spending and
to raise their own taxes for parks
and conservation. And they do that
consistently, three out of four times,
(continued on next page)

Tribute to Isabella Callanan (continued from page 3)
too, was showing that nothing else
compares in importance with the
Boston work, since she was giving
direction and assigning tasks about
the Navy Band Concert on the banks
of the Muddy River and grilling me
about the Army Corps of Engineers

plans and documents for the long
planned for, long awaited, rehabilitation slated to begin next Spring - a
full thirteen years after the devastating floods of October 1996!

work already so well begun - and to
preserve and restore the place of such
enduring significance to her so that it
will again serve as, as Olmsted said, “an
oasis in the city.”

Isabella’s River spirit demands that we
honor her legacy by carrying on the

Unintended Consequences

According to Tom Brady, Brookline Tree Warden, one of the contributing factors for the recent demise of two of the historic oaks on the south end of Olmsted Park was the
building of the adjacent parking lot at the time of the rehabilitation of the park; the extensive root structure was damaged at the time. Parking was added within the park to
address the concern that more visitors to a revitalized park would result in parking on neighborhood streets. In spite of good intentions, the planners’ action weakened the
already old trees and hastened their end. Photos: left Tom Brady, right Frances Shedd Fisher

Outlook for Land Conservation
year after year.
The LandVote map also illusrates another strategic factor. In
Massachusetts, New Jersey, Florida and
Colorado, there are very dense clusters
of conservation finance measures.
These states offer strong financial
incentives to local governments to
encourage them to be active partners
in land conservation. Massachusetts
has the Community Preservation Act,
which has spurred more than 130 cities
and towns to adopt a property tax
surcharge for conservation, affordable
housing, and historic preservation.
While some municipalities have felt
the legislation was not right for them

conservation than the states, and far
more than the Federal government. In
fact, local governments are the largest
and fastest-growing source of money
for land protection in America.

– Brookline included – others have
used the tool effectively.
The chart above shows how local
government funding for land conservation exploded in the late 90s and
has held up in recent years. Now
it’s common for local governments
nationwide to spend more on land


The conversation about the importance
of saving habitat and land conservation
is taking place all over America and is
leading to action. The first step is for
local communities to decide what is
worth saving and then to commit to
finding the means.
Ernest Cook is Senior Vice President and
Director of National Programs of Trust for
Public Land, and a member of Brookline
GreenSpace Alliance Board of Directors.

Conversation with Irene Gillis
Brookline resident, Irene Gillis, now 86 years old, started an organization in 1986 focused on the clean-up of the Muddy
River, Restore Olmsted’s Waterway Coalition (ROW). The organization was early in calling attention to the various
pollutants contaminating the Muddy River and explaining the sources, chemistry and hazards of the contaminants, and
the actions needed to reverse the damage and improve water flow. In 1989, responding to advocates, the Massachusetts
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs prepared a Muddy River Water Quality Improvement Plan outlining short
term and long term steps to be taken to clean up the entire waterway, from Jamaica Pond to the Charles River. While
much has been done over the past 20 years to address the issues, the final major step – the dredging of the Muddy River
by the Army Corps of Engineers – has still to be accomplished. That work is slated to begin spring 2009.
Frances Shedd Fisher, editor of PLACE, talked with Irene Gillis this past April about her environmental efforts.
FSF: Irene, what inspired you to get
involved in environmental advocacy?
IG: Listening to my father, seeing what
he did and why he did it. I grew up on
a 200 acre tree farm in Rhode Island.
That’s how I got interested. Once I grew
up my field was journalism, and as I
got older I began to see there was more
of a need for people to care, not just to
think of forest land as trees to cut down
and use whenever needed. And along
the way I began to think I had to start
putting more of my time into getting
people interested in the environment
and make them think about it.
FSF: What did you have in mind to
accomplish with the Restore Olmsted’s
Waterway Coalition, the organization
you started; what were your goals?
IG: To respect the environment. To
encourage respect, not just to use.
FSF: What do you think you accomplished with ROW?
IG: I think I got more people thinking
about it, and the river was a whole lot
cleaner by the time I gave up than when I
started. People just thought the river was
muddy. They had no idea the river was
polluted with raw sewage. It’s not as bad
now, but back then whenever somebody
built a new building in the area of the
park, either in Boston or Brookline,
they would connect the sewage pipes to
the storm drains and then the overflow
dumped into the Muddy River. Do you
know what I mean?

FSF: Yes. Most of the CSO’s (combined
sewer overflows) have been closed now.
And you started that process.
IG: They actually used to say to me
“It’s not an important river like the
Mississippi; it serves no real purpose.”
FSF: That was ignorance.
IG: They used to say “Why are you
getting so stirred up about that brook?”
FSF: Even if it had been only a brook,
it would have been worth doing. But,
in fact, it’s an important conduit
to the Charles River and part of an
historic landscape.
IG: The main thing to remember when
they tell you it’s just a dinky little river
is that’s evidence that it is really important that it be attended to; it’s a matter
of concentration of pollutants. Being
such a small river, the dumping was
very dangerous.
FSF: There wasn’t enough water to dilute
the contaminants or…
IG: And the area the Muddy River runs
through is so highly populated. I figured
out one time that there were 250,000
people living near the Muddy River. Can
you imagine if an epidemic started from
the pollution in the river how many
people would get sick in this densely
populated area?
FSF: The work is still not finished, so
why did ROW stop its operations and
withdraw from the fight?

IG: I got sick, and I just couldn’t do it
anymore. But I was wrong not to find
somebody else to take it over. I didn’t
do that.
FSF: Well, Irene, you called a lot of attention and, as you said, that was your first
goal. And the fight does go on. I believe it
will get done, the clean-up of the Muddy
River. Some of the money has been
allocated and they are going to start the
process next year.
IG: They still need to look at those storm
drains in Boston and Brookline and make
sure that work has all been done. They
have to make sure they get to the source.
FSF: I believe the Army Corps of
Engineers will follow a good
protocol. What’s your advice to
people today who’re trying to help
with the environment?
IG: Joining and supporting environmental organizations is still a good thing to
do. Giving them a little money so they
can publish a newsletter or magazine to
inform people of the issues. Teaching
youngsters in schools is important, not
just in the classroom. Take them on walks
and point things out to them. Teach them
to pick up trash and explain how trash
damages the rivers and streams. They
need to teach them why it matters, teach
them the chemistry of pollution.
FSF: And they – we – need to teach that
it is each person’s responsibility not to
pollute, not to drop trash on the street or
in the parks.
(continued on page 7)
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Notes from the Field

Your local Park Friends groups have worked hard this year to protect, preserve and enhance our open spaces.
Brookline GreenSpace Alliance hosted its second annual Celebrate OUR Earth event, the only town-wide
celebration of Earth Day, to highlight our environment and community and promote further networking of
park advocates. BGSA also continued to provide grassroots support for a green community via its Green
Umbrella Program, which includes fiscal agent services, startup assistance, publicity, innovative technologies
support, small grants and more. Please visit or call BGSA Executive Director, Edward Hsieh, at 617-277-4777
or visit our website at www.brooklinegreenspace.org for more information.

Celebrate OUR Earth
Brookline GreenSpace Alliance’s Celebrate OUR Earth
brings together Parks Friends groups and community
members at open spaces throughout Brookline on Earth
Day. In addition to featuring local park advocates in their
respective parks, BGSA hosted an informational table in
front of Brookline Booksmith in Coolidge Corner. BGSA
was fortunate to have support this Earth Day from
Whole Foods Market, Brighton;Whole Foods partnered
with BGSA to provide green re-usable shopping bags
and fully recycled plastic flyers to participants that visited
the table or Park Friends representatives.
Photos by Judy Wong.

BGSA President, Arlene Mattison, director Edward Hsieh and Board Member,
Merelice, greet interested citizens in Coolidge Corner on Earth Day.

Climate Change Action Brookline
Climate Change Action Brookline has been busy this year promoting
a greener, environmentally-friendly Brookline. In addition to collaborating with the Town via the Climate Action Committee, CCAB
launched its town-wide Carbon-Cutting Campaign.
The Carbon-Cutting Campaign involves reaching out to several
demographics including school, business, and neighborhood groups.
CCAB has actively engaged these communities to promote innovative
approaches to cutting our carbon footprint as a Town, energy audits
for local merchants and
the Low Carbon Diet for
neighborhood associations.
CCAB brought these
groups together at their
Global Warming Café
on October 4th, which
featured workshops and
brainstorming sessions.
CCAB followed the
Café with several onsite demonstrations in
November, including an
David Lowe at the kiosk poster promoting the Global Warming Café.
insulation demonstration. For more information or to join our
efforts, visit www.climatechangeactionbrookline.org.
Participants at the Global Warming Café.

Notes from the Field
Friends of Fairsted
Friends of Fairsted, in cooperation with National Association of Olmsted Parks, Frederick Law Olmsted
National Historic Site, and Brookline Parks and Open Space Division, presented three copies of the new
second edition of The Master List of Design Projects of the Olmsted Firm 1857 – 1979 to the Brookline Board
of Selectmen for Brookline libraries on May 20, 2008.The new illustrated color edition of The Master List,
published by NAOP and the Frederick Law Olmsted NHS, contains new information and evocative essays
by renowned scholars. In addition, the Friends created an exhibit in the Main Library about Olmsted
and his work to celebrate publication of the new Master List.The Olmsted National Historic Site, 19th
century home and office of Frederick Law Olmsted – called Fairsted by Olmsted – is at 99 Warren Street.
To join Friends of Fairsted contact friendsoffairsted@gmail.com.

Friends of Fairsted, Selectmen, Park and Recreation Commissioners, Olmsted NHS personnel, editors of The Master List,
Parks and Open Space Director and the Town Administrator pose with copies of The Master List. Photo by Jean Stringham.

Friends of Hall’s Pond
The Friends of Hall’s Pond continue to care for the
hidden sanctuary right in the heart of Coolidge
Corner.The Friends held a Spring Cleanup on
April 27th and a Fall Community Work Day on
November 23rd.Volunteers helped continue the
Friends tradition of care of the sanctuary by helping
remove trash, leaves, and invasive plants, and by
tending the formal garden and planting new trees in
Amory Woods. Photos by Bruce Wolff.

Notes from the Field
Friends of Leverett Pond/High Street Hill Association
The High Street Hill Association and Friends of Leverett
Pond have worked hard throughout 2008 to maintain and
enhance Olmsted Park. Led by Rob Daves, recipient of BGSA’s
Environmental Leadership Award for 2008, the Friends worked
with the Town of Brookline to establish a series of community
work days.These regular volunteer opportunities not only
resulted in further beautification of the park but also engendered increased interest and personal investment in the open
space.The series also
included a work day
planned specifically
to coincide with
Celebrate OUR
Earth.

Community volunteers and Town workers unite to clean up Allerton Overlook,
Olmsted Park. Photo by Judy Wong.

.
Rob Daves sporting the specially designed Friends
of Leverett Pond t-shirt given to volunteers.
Photo by Frances Shedd Fisher

Friends of the Minot Rose Garden
In 2008, the Friends of the Minot Rose Garden enjoyed the third
full season since the gardens restoration and re-planting.The
maturity of the rose bushes was apparent in their health and
vigor and the fecundity of the spring bloom.The Friends joined
with the Brookline Arts Center to solicit submissions for their
An artist, working in pastels, creates an entry for the art show.
garden-themed art show slated for February 9 through March
Photo by Linda Olson Pehlke
21 of 2009 at the Brookline Arts Center, which will feature work
from community artists who find inspiration in the rose garden.
2008 also brought the much-anticipated installation of the decorative fence
to the Minot Rose Garden.The Friends had secured a matching grant for the
fence from the Brookline Community Foundation in 2005 and fundraised for
two years, with fiscal agent services from BGSA, to make the match. A RibbonCutting ceremony was held in the garden on July 20th to honor the occasion.
Linda Olson Pehlke,
president of the
Friends, participated
on the Winthrop
The new fence complements a garden in bloom.
Park Design Advisory
Photo by Linda Olson Pehlke.
Committee, which
worked with the Park and Recreation Commission and town
staff to develop a plan for next years’ comprehensive rehabilitation of Winthrop Park, which encompasses the rose garden.
The Friends also successfully launched their website, www.
minotroses.org. Visit it for more information on the Friends’
latest activities, to learn about growing roses, and to discover the
history of the garden.

Linda Olson Pehlke and Erin Chute Gallentine cut the ribbon during the ribboncutting ceremony celebrating the new fence. Photo by Bruce Wolff

Notes from the Field
Friends of Monmouth Park
Following a highly successful year which included celebrating the re-opening of their newly renovated park,
the Friends of Monmouth Park have worked to keep interest in the park high.

Tommy Vitolo and Sean Lynn-Jones greet park visitors during
BGSA’s Celebrate OUR Earth. Photo by Judy Wong.

Friends of the Old Burying Ground
Friends of the Old Burying Ground are continuing to support preservation efforts in Brookline’s historic 18th century graveyard, a history park
where many of Brookline’s founders are buried. An All Hallows Day event,
November 1st, invited families to search for the picturesque old tombstones,
including those for the great-grandmother of U.S. President John Adams,
and Zabdiel Boylston, 1766, the physician who introduced smallpox vaccination to America.The popular event was educational and fun for all ages.The
Friends plan to sponsor the free event again next year.To join the Friends,
contact Dorothy Baldini at dbaldini@comcast.net.

Fierce looking youngsters chased away the spooks and goblins so families could enjoy the All Hallows Day event in the
Old Burying Ground on Walnut Street.
Photo by Frances Shedd-Fisher.

Families searched for clues in the All Hallows Day treasure hunt in the Old Burying Ground, sponsored by
Friends of the Old Burying Ground. Photo by Frances Shedd-Fisher.

Growing GreenSpace 2008
Scenes from Growing GreenSpace 2008, the Alliance’s annual garden party fundraiser. To add your name to the mailing list for this
annual event, contact Edward at info@brooklinegreenspace.org.

Arlene Mattison, BGSA President, and Jay Veevers, host of the 2008 Growing
GreenSpace garden party. Photo by Judy Wong

View of the garden awaiting arrival of guests. Photo by Judy Wong

Sounds and Scenes
Scenes from Sounds and Scenes, a collaborative National Park Service sponsored Family Celebration in Olmsted Park in June. The
event was organized by Frederick Law Olmsted National Historic Site with many local partners.

Edward Hsieh, BGSA director, greets visitors at Sounds and Scenes.
Photo by Frances Shedd Fisher

Creative activities for children at Sounds and Scenes. Photo by Frances Shedd Fisher

Interview with Irene Gillis (continued from page 6)
IG: Those waters belong to all of us.
People need to understand that they
shouldn’t throw trash in their parks, in
any public space, any more than they
would in their own yards! Most people

who live in Brookline are pretty good.
FSF: Well Irene, it’s been good talking
with you. You really started something,
and you inspired a lot of people.
IG: Thank you. We need to share


information and ideas. I hope I did
some good.
FSF: You did! You should be proud of
yourself. You created a legacy that carries
forward. Thank you!

All It Takes is Asking: Improvements to Route 9
By Edward Hsieh

I

n 2008, Brookline has been fortunate
to witness and benefit from traffic
improvements to its major arteries. The work along Beacon Street is
drawing to a close while work on Route
9, Boylston Street, pushes forward. Both
projects included re-paving the roads as a
primary goal, but both have also included
enhancements to green amenities along
the routes. The landscape enhancements
to Route 9, however, are actually out of
the norm for a Massachusetts Highway
Department project and the result of
strong community lobbying.
According to George Batchelor,
Landscape Design Supervisor on the
project for the Massachusetts Highway
Department, traffic improvement
projects generally are simple curb-tocurb paving affairs and normally do

not involve work on the right-of-ways
or plantings outside of those boundaries. However, Brookline neighborhood
residents were quick to leverage the work
to integrate additional enhancements.
The Chestnut Hill Village Alliance
(CHVA), co-founded by BGSA Board
Member Tony Andreadis and Janice
Kahn, along with State Representatives
Michael Rush and Frank Smizik,
State Senator Cynthia Creem, former
Selectman, Joe Geller, current Brookline
Selectmen, and representatives from
Newton, has long been pushing for
improvements to green space as well
as pedestrian safety along Route 9.
The CHVA was able to advocate to the
Massachusetts Highway Department
for additional beautification, particularly in the Chestnut Hill Village area
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immediately west of the intersection of
Hammond and Boylston Streets.
As a result, the Massachusetts Highway
Department produced a preliminary
planting design and held a formal public
information meeting; Mr. Batchelor
qualifies the design as a “vision” for the
future with the final plan possibly including minor tweaks. The plans involve
supplementing existing trees, primarily provided by local businesses, with
additional trees and landscaping, particularly on the inbound side and median.
Recently, there have been some rumblings
that little has been done in relation to
the design, but Mr. Batchelor assures
concerned citizens that the funding for
the work is still in place and is tentatively
planned for Spring of 2009.

Improvements to Route 9 (continued)

Other Brookline citizens have also kept a
watchful eye on the developments. Due
to some sidewalk and drainage improvements that are part of the project, several
trees were removed from the right-ofway near the intersection of Warren and
Boylston Streets. Local abutters raised
alarms, so the Massachusetts Highway
Department held informal meetings with
the community to discuss the issues. As a
result, the Department is planting several
trees to replace some of those removed in
the paving process.
Some members of the community have
also complained that the median strip,
particularly closer to Cypress Street, is
now tarmac and no longer green. When
BGSA asked Mr. Batchelor about these
complaints, he explained that the design

decision to use concrete instead of sod
was driven primarily by cost. The labor
associated with maintaining this thin
strip would be high if planted. Unlike
Beacon Street and most other Brookline
roads, Route 9 is maintained by the
Massachusetts Highway Department
and not the Town of Brookline, but the
Town of Brookline reached a similar
decision based on cost of maintenance
when considering the median strip down
Beacon Street. Without a proper maintenance budget, hardscape can, regretfully,
be a better choice than green.
The issue of beautifying the median strip
for Route 9 has also been raised previously by the Gateway East Committee.
During that process, several tree and
transportation experts agreed that


trees and even smaller plantings in a
median strip of that size just would not
survive. Salt and other chemicals would
constantly be displaced into the median
strip by snow plows and passing vehicles,
curtailing successful growth. The green
that could be seen before it was paved
over was just weeds growing in the sand
and silt displaced into the median strip.
Overall, Route 9 is moving towards
the greener vision that many have long
hoped for. This is a result of community
members actively speaking up and the
Massachusetts Highway Department
being flexible enough to work with
the community to achieve a smooth,
somewhat greener roadway, with safer
passage for pedestrians.

Memories of Summer/
Visions of Fall
Photos by Frances Shedd Fisher
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BGSA Field Trips

1
2

3

5
4

All photos are by Judy Wong.

12Ten Hills of Brookline Bike Tour, led by Ron Brown, BGSA Treasurer (in yellow).
3Annual Watershed Walk, led by Kate Bowditch, BGSA Board Member.
4Skyline Park to Lost Pond, led by Marian Lazar, BGSA Board Member.
5Tour of D. Blakely Hoar Sanctuary, led by Edward Hsieh, BGSA Executive Director.
6Tour of Fisher Hill Reservior, led by Hugh Mattison, BGSA Board Member.

6
11

Opening Day at Skyline Park

Selectmen Mermell, Daly and Allen at the opening of Skyline Park. Photo by Judy Wong

Yes! I want to protect Brookline’s green space heritage.
As a member of the Alliance
you’ll receive our publication
PLACE, periodic e-mail
alerts to keep you informed of
meetings and issues affecting
local open space, notice of walks,
talks, tours and educational
forums as well as an invitation
to our spring garden event.

Stay Connected
Visit www.brooklinegreenspace.
org. to learn about open space
issues and upcoming events. Sign
up for email updates at info@
brooklinegreenspace.org

GreenSpace
Brookline

Alliance

370 Washington Street
Brookline, MA 02445

Name_ ________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________
Telephone___________________Email_______________________
( ) Acorn ($25)
( ) Turfbuilder ($50)
( ) Good Apple ($100)
( ) Oak ($250)
( ) Copper Beech ($500)
( ) American Elm ($1,000)

( ) Steward ($2,500)
Mail to BGSA
370 Washington Street
Brookline, MA 02445

Brookline GreenSpace
Alliance points out the
value of our parks and
open spaces for the role
they play in reducing
global warming. Citizens
seeking ways to lessen
their negative impact
on the environment can
add appreciation of local
green spaces to limiting
water consumption, eating
locally, changing to CFL
light bulbs and insulating
our homes, taking
public transportation
and bicycling or walking
more, and using less
and recycling to a list of
what individuals can do
to make a difference in
protecting our planet.
From a “what is good
for the environment”
point of view, as well as
for sheer pleasure, using
easily accessible parks
and open spaces makes
sense. BGSA hopes you
will join with us to lobby
for, volunteer in, and enjoy
the nature in our own
community.
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